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Project overview

Project duration:

January to February 2022

The product: 

The Community Cat Tracker allows cat rescuers 

and feeders to track and report the locations of 

the community cats they care for.



Project overview

The problem: 

Too often, community cats go missing, to the 

distress of the rescuers and feeders who care 

for them.

The goal: 

Our goal is to give the carers of community cats a 

way to track their cats via a tracking collar and via 

live reports by registered sighters.



My role: 

My role in this project is as its UX designer and 

UX researcher.

Project overview

Responsibilities: 

I conducted interviews, created paper and digital 

wireframing, low and high-fidelity prototyping, 

conducted usability studies, accounted for 

accessibility, and iterated on designs. 



Understanding
the user

● User research

● Personas

● Problem statements

● Competitive audit

● Ideation



User research: summary

I conducted moderated usability studies and interviews, and created empathy maps to understand 
users and their needs. 

The users consisted of two groups: the first are the young and dedicated tech-savvy cat advocates 
who patrol regularly to ensure the community cats are in good shape. They also keep a mental tally 
of the cats. The second group are elderly cat feeders who largely remain in their area to feed cats in 
the community they care for. They are less savvy with technology but most do use a smartphone 
due to the numerous low cost options and high Internet penetration rate in Singapore.

This research taught me that accessibility goes a long way in making apps more usable for everyone.



Persona 1: An Ling

Problem statement:

An Ling is a community cat 

carer who needs an app on her 

smartphone to find her cats 

who have gone missing.



Persona 2: Sam

Problem statement:

Sam is a writer and cat 

lover who needs an app 

to track her community 

cats on the go because 

too many go missing and 

are never seen again.



Competitive audit

An audit of competitors 

revealed that there are 

none. Not for community 

cats anyway although 

prototypes have been built 

but none implemented. 

Indirect competitors offer 

either the GPS collar or a 

tracking app but only for a 

user’s own cats.

Image of 
spreadsheet



Ideation

I did a quick ideation 

exercise to come up with 

ideas for how to address 

gaps identified in the 

competitive audit. My focus 

was specifically on 

increasing usability for 

the user by adding 

features they need.

Image of 
ideation 
exercise



● Digital wireframes

● Low-fidelity prototype

● Usability studies

Starting
the design

 



Digital wireframes Digital wireframes 

Insert first wireframe 
example that 

demonstrates design 
thinking aligned with 

user research 

After ideating and drafting 

some paper wireframes, I 

created the initial designs. 

These designs focused on 

getting sighters, cats, and 

trackers registered into the 

app and enabling sponsors 

to sponsor the trackers. 

Users can view 
their cats in 
one page and 
both report on 
sightings and 
check trackers 
for their cats’ 
locations

Enabling 
sponsorship 
allows more 
trackers to be 
placed on cats



Low-fidelity prototype

There are many ways to navigate 

depending on the task required, I 

implemented the sponsorship 

program “Sponsor Tracker”  and 

added a favorites page “My Cats” 

as requested by users.

View the Community Cat Tracker 

low-fidelity prototype

Screenshot of 
prototype with 
connections or 
prototype GIF

https://www.figma.com/file/vJjLvbJAnhoWaaKYMNEBSC/Community-Cat-Tracker?node-id=11%3A3
https://www.figma.com/file/vJjLvbJAnhoWaaKYMNEBSC/Community-Cat-Tracker?node-id=11%3A3


Usability study: parameters

Study type:

Unmoderated usability study

Location:

Singapore

Participants:

6 participants 

Length:

30 minutes



Usability study: findings

Insert a one to two sentence introduction to the findings shared below.

Users were frustrated by 
having to login before 
reporting or tracking

Finding Finding Finding

Users wanted an option 
for sponsors of trackers

Users wanted a page to 
view all their cats

1 2 3



● Mockups

● High-fidelity prototype

● Accessibility

Refining
the design



Mockups

The goal is to enable users 

to find their cats and adding 

their requests of a 

sponsorship option and My 

Cats page helps them to 

accomplish their goal.

Mockup 1 
before 

Mockup 1 
after

Before usability study After usability study



Mockups

The goal of the user to take 

good care of their cats. One 

way to do that is to have 

emergency numbers handy 

and this was requested in the 

interview. To meet their 

needs, I have included on 

every page the emergency 

numbers that will call on click 

for the user’s convenience.

Mockup 2 
before 

Mockup 2 
after

Before usability study After usability study



Mockups

Main 
mockup 

screen for 
display

Main 
mockup 

screen for 
display

Main 
mockup 

screen for 
display

Main 
mockup 

screen for 
display



High-fidelity
prototype

The high fidelity prototype 

follows the same user flow 

as the low-fidelity prototype 

with the exception of the 

“Report a Sighting” function 

bringing the user to the “Cat 

Page” to see the updated 

information. View the 

High-fidelity prototype of the 

Community Cat Tracker.

Screenshot of 
prototype with 
connections or 
prototype GIF

https://www.figma.com/file/vJjLvbJAnhoWaaKYMNEBSC/Community-Cat-Tracker?node-id=104%3A17


Accessibility considerations

Included Face ID and 
fingerprint login access

Included Google, Apple, 
and Facebook sign ins for 

the sign up form

One-click to call 
emergency numbers on 
every page

1 2 3



● Information architecture

● Responsive designResponsive Design



Sitemap

With the app designs 

completed, I started work 

on designing the responsive 

website. I used the sitemap 

to guide the organizational 

structure of each screen’s 

design to ensure a cohesive 

and consistent experience 

across devices.

Image of 
sitemap/IA



Responsive designs

The designs for screen size 

variation includes mobile, 

tablet, and desktop. I 

optimized the designs to fit 

specific user needs of each 

device and screen size while 

maintaining the look and 

feel and navigation for 

older users accustomed to 

a familiar layout. 

Images of each 
screen size 
variation



● Takeaways

● Next stepsGoing forward



Takeaways

Impact: 

Given that this has never been built in the real 

world but has been prototyped indicates that there 

is a need but not enough incentive for someone to 

build and maintain it. I hope tapping into 

sponsorship will enable this to be built one day.

“If this is ever built, I’ll sleep better at night knowing 

where my cats are.” ~Participant C

What I learned:

I learned that there are many user needs out 

there not met because no one is building the 

products for them because there is no financial 

incentive to do so. Tying a self-sustaining 

benefit to the product may help alleviate this.



Next steps

I would like to see this 
built and tested in the real 

world

I would look for 
sponsorship to build the 

product

Once built, I will continue 
user testing with live 

users

1 2 3



Let’s connect!

Hi! I’m Chris and I believe that good UX can change the world.

View my portfolio at https://christinasng.net.

https://christinasng.net

